
this wealth of fictional variety to shelv-
ing, because often in bookstores, Young 
Adult fiction is all contained within one 
section, no matter the subject matter. 

But others suggest that it is the YA 
reader, open to trying anything, who is 
driving the genre’s plot wealth. 

“The freedom in marketing YA comes 
not from the shelving but from the 
strength of the community, particularly on 
social media,” Erica Barmash, director of 
trade and digital marketing for Bloomsbury 
Children’s tells us. “We’ve found that YA 
readers are extraordinarily open to trying new subjects  
and genres, especially in response to recommendations from  
a trusted friend.”

“You get a ton of crossover fans who will say, ‘I only read 
contemporary, but my friend liked your books,’” Maas says. 

But what exactly caused fantasy in particular to boom? And 
is dystopia withering? It can be confounding to try and predict 
trends, as the authors we spoke with will tell you. Writing to a 
trend often leads to heartbreak.

“I definitely don’t plan my books based on what’s hot. It 
wouldn’t work timing-wise, and you need so much motivation to 
work on a solo project for so long. You need to be working from 
a place of love,” Cashore says.

“The nature of trends is that they come and go,” Lu tells 
us. “Eventually something inundates a market too much, and 
people want to move on to the next thing. Fantasy is not a huge 
departure from dystopia, actually. Many fantasy worlds feature 
elements like oppressed people, saving the world, ruthless rulers 
and fighting for power — just with less crumbly, gray buildings.”

“Trends come and go, sometimes overnight,” Pierce tells 

us, with the understanding of someone 
who’s been publishing for decades. 
“When I garner notice as part of a trend, 
I just smile nicely and keep writing 
what’s gotten me this far: female heroes 
living lives that are as real as I can make 
them within a fantasy setting. That’s what 
makes me happy.” 

But one potential trend starter many 
of the authors we talked with did mention 
was the boy who lived, our favorite male 
wizard, Harry Potter.

“I think Harry Potter opened a lot of 
doors for fantasy authors, especially in the YA and middle grade 
genres,” Larson tells us. “It really brought magic and fantasy to 
the world and captured such a huge audience in a new way.”

Pierce agrees. “I don’t think there’s been a shift away from fantasy 
since the Harry Potter boom of the ’90s — fantasy has remained a 
strong category ever since that time. … It’s just that we’ve seen differ-
ent kinds of fantasy, or science fiction, rise to the top.” 

Editorial Director of Bloomsbury Children’s U.S. Catherine 
Onder agrees, saying of trends, “Over time the market can 
get saturated with things that are too similar, and the cultural 
consciousness moves on. I don’t think that fantasy is a trend, 
though. It will always have a core of devoted fans.”

As to what will happen next, even the sorcerers and magi-
cians who fight and love on the pages of today’s most popular 
YA fantasy novels might have trouble predicting. 

Cashore mused, “I wonder if this is going to have an effect 
on the writing in adult science fiction, which is overwhelmingly 
written by men, when these women grow up and think, ‘Hmm,  
I want to write sci fi.’”

We can only hope! G
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GET yOuR ya FanTaSy FIx 

2  GRaVE MERCy by Robin LaFevers 
(Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012) 
We’re pretty sure that all we need 
to tell you about LaFevers’ popular 
series is that is stars assassin nuns in 
medieval France. Awesome, right?

2  DauGhTER OF SMOKE & 
BOnE by Laini Taylor (Little, 
Brown, 2011) If you like fantasti-
cal creatures, girls with blue hair 

or have an affinity for teeth, you’ll 
want to try this first in Taylor’s 
wonderful and magical trilogy. Tell 
Karou we sent you.

2  ThE ORphan QuEEn by Jodi 
Meadows (Katherine Tegen, Mar.) 
You’ll cheer for Wilhelmina as she 
tries to reclaim her throne — and 
you’ll want to prepare yourself for 
the cliffhanger ending. 

2  anGElFall by Susan Ee (Hodder 
and Stoughton, 2012) Ee’s sweeping 
tale combines fantasy and dystopia 
with a story of the angel apocalypse. 

2  an InhERITanCE OF aShES 
by Leah Bobet (Clarion, Oct.) We’ll 
have to wait until fall for this tale of 
two sisters working to keep their fam-
ily farm alive — in the aftermath of a 
war amongst gods and monsters.
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